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DISCLAIMERS   

Content Disclaimer: 

Some of the materials featured in FREW-Z are of a nature that some readers might find offensive. 

FREN-Z is not intended for children, or for audiences under the age of 18 years. We cultivate 

our content from a variety of contributors, some of whom use controversial language. 

The inclusion of material in FREW-Z does not constitute our endorsement of, or agreement 

with, said material. The publication of a contributor's work does not constitute an endorsement 

of that contributor or of their actions. 

FREN-Z does not advocate for violence or any other illegal activities. 

FREN-Z urges our readers to abide their local laws. 

Always remember: you're of little use to your frens in a prison cell! 

Copyright Disclaimer: 

Under Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976, allowance is made for “fair use” of materials 

if for purposes such as criticism, commentary, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, education, 

and research. 

Fair Use is a use, permitted by copyright statute, that might otherwise be infringing. 

Non-profit, educational, or personal use tips the balance in favor of Fair Use. 

FREN-Z's use of any third-party copyrighted materials is covered under Fair Use. 

Excerpts are purposefully kept as short as possible and their use goes beyond mere entertainment. 

Some of the content featured herein was originally posted anonymously, to public forums. 

We defend these inclusions and all others as educational, even if they may have a secondary effect 

of entertaining our readers. Furthermore, our usage of these materials is often highly 
transformative, providing further basis for the legality of this material usage under the 

precedent of Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569 (1994). 

Original content produced by the FREW-Z staff is the property of FREN-Z. 

Copyright © 2023 by FREN-Z Magazine. 

Cover Design by FREW-Z Editor-in-Chief, Bax Atos Xore. 

All rights reserved. 
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A FRESH START FOR THE MOVEMENT 
by FREN-Z Editor-in-Chief Bax Atos Xore 

Spring is in full swing! As nature renews itself so too does our movement. New groups of activists, artists, 
and organizers are cropping up all the time. Cross collaboration is becoming normalized. Frens of all varieties, with 
varying ideologies, are laying down their petty differences to join together in resistance against the corrupt system that 
dominates our lives. Frenly ideologies are becoming more popular and acceptable. National Socialism, Fascism, and 
other unfairly maligned beliefs are slowly gaining traction amongst the disenchanted masses. This is truly a fresh start 
for us all. 

As exciting as it is to see so many newly redpilled people wanting to get active, there is also an unfortunate 
tendency to be harsh on these people. It's easy to see why: If someone was once a bluepilled, pro-gay, “good goy,” they 
likely have a history of doing things that we find distasteful. Sometimes these people even come to us with some of 
their old ZOG programming still active, with pleas for us to adapt to fit the poisonous ideals they haven't shed. 

Treating these people with a degree of suspicion or hostility is understandable, but I'd like to urge all frens 
to be somewhat forgiving of what people might have done before their redpilling. Ongoing degeneracy is unforgivable, 
but if someone was brainwashed during their youth and engaged in degenerate behavior a decade ago, | think we 
should be willing to accept them into our ranks. Gatekeeping anyone who wasn't lucky enough to be born into a non- 
pozzed family is to our detriment. 

Before you jump to judgment, consider all of the great men of our movement who have started out 
bluepilled. George Lincoln Rockwell, for instance, fought against Nationalist Germany during World War Il. After the 
war, he realized that he was on the wrong side of things and he publicly advocated for the ideals he had previously 
fought against through armed combat. What possible action could a person take against an ideology or movement 
that's more extreme than armed combat in a global war? Would you accuse Rockwell of being disingenuous because 
of his past participation in such a thing? Of course not—at the time, he didn't fully understand the situation. 

Most of us started like that, without full understanding. We did as we were told, emulated the hedonistic 
nightmare lifestyle that the jewish media promotes, and we did things we aren't proud of. We stumbled upon message 
boards, or videos, or books. We gradually formed more complete worldviews that helped us breakaway from ZOG 
conditioning. If we could speak to our former selves somehow, many of those interactions would be deeply 
uncomfortable. 

If we can forgive ourselves for our past degeneracy - for when we acted without knowing what we were 
really doing - then we need to be willing to forgive others who once lived a more degenerated lifestyle (within reason, 
of course, as some things are surely unforgivable). So long as their character has improved and they aren't engaging in 
degenerated behaviors, we should celebrate the renewal of once tarnished members of our race(s). The SS was 
certainly willing to do so, as some of their members were former Weimar degenerates. 

Our movement will continue to grow. We must learn to cooperate towards our shared goals. Every one of us 
wants a better future for our people. We want the right to self-determination. We want to ensure the continuation of our 
racial and cultural groups. Maybe we have different religions, ideologies, or heritages, but such differences can be 
hashed out after the fall of zionism. During this period of growth, outside forces are going to focus on these differences 
to slow us down or divide us. We must learn to ignore that. 
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In this issue, our theme is that of renewal and rejuvenation. 
People are not stagnant—they change. We all go through our own 
unique redpilling processes. Join us in shedding past mistakes, 
refocusing ourselves, and struggling together for real change in our 
lifetimes. The road ahead is long and difficult, but together we can 
triumph over the evil that infects our world. 
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sirakegies for an abstract war 
https://archive.ph/qnUlG 

These suggestions were 

originally posted in a somewhat 

different format. Multiple frens 

posted their strategies for 

passively resisting the system. 

They have been reformatted, 

rewritten, and parts of the 

posts in question have been 

omitted. While symbolic 

terminology relating to war is 

used, this Is not meant to 
encourage literal war, violence, 

or any other Illegal activities. 
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We find ourselves unwilling participants iw aw abstract war—a war for behavioral control, fought 
with information. We are unable to gather and organize. However, that isw't necessang. Things are 
done differently today thaw they used to be and one caw resist the situation in way crealive ways. 

List things that one cai do to vesist the evil jewish empire destroying our planet. 

= Take no wore loans. Pay back loans previously takew as quickly as possible. 
~ Never purchase products fron companies you deem completely kiked. 
- Consciously strive to be a stronger, wore self-sufficient persow every day. 

How do you fight this strange war? 

- Rid yourself of your 
smartphone. 
- Give offspring that will wot 
be handed over to the enemy's 
gplew factories. Every day, 
work ow gathering teaching 
waterial, folk stories, songs, 
awd so ow, to be ready to 
Teach thew. 

- Broaden your understanding 
of other European languages 
than those you already know. 

- Give your children 

traditional names sourced 
from your ethnic heritage. 

  i 

- Try bo become as self sufficient as possible. 

You shoald know the basics of gardening, 
cooking, and maintenance. 
- Do evergthing within gour power to help those 
around goo become the best person theg can be 

~ Actively call out hike bullshit hen 
encountered. Even If gou have to do it without 
naming the hike becaase of cucked laws. Name 

the Jew whenever not actively threatened by 
Naw. 
~ Archive materials—posts, images, videos, 
articles, books, games, and anathing else goo 
want to beep existing. Dont take the Intemet 

for granted and don’t presame ang olven 
material will alwags be avatlable to us, 

- Stop watching TV. 

- Distribute preo- 
White, pro- 
Evropean, an 

redpilling flyers 

whenever possible ‘ 

COMMUNITY SUGGESTIONS | 

  

- Overcome your "normal" 
addictions (sugar, nicotine, 
casceine, alcohol, porn, etc.). 

- Post redeills on social media 
burners and expose censored 
information to normies. 

- Put escort into your 
velationshie with Your parents 

and reconcile it you're not on 
good terms. 

- Drink plenty of milk, get a lot 
of protein, and pay attention 

to your mtrition. 

- Stop wearing plastic 

goydothes made from cheap 

synthetic materials. They're 
uncomfortable and (potentially) 
soaking chemicals into your 
kin. 
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FREN-Z COMICS PRESENTS: SELF OBLITERATION |@ 
2 } es 

at vate ray Selie Subversives have changed the meaning 
at feel clones of many symbols. Today we'll examine 

what happened to the Rainbow. It 

ING) — wasn't always degenerated. 

SANT eS Re       
   
    

  

ORIGINALLY: 
A COMPLEX GIFT FROM A LOVING GOD WHO 

PROTECTS US AND ALWAYS FORGIVES. 

ys GI Te ia NOW: 
“They tell me Dm confused. Y> °° ae. ke. -= ANATEFUL GRIFT FROM GOP COMPLEX KIKES. i 

That I was born wrong. SOWEONE STOP THESE EVIL YIPS| 
That they can fix me.’ 
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> aT . ya I don't feel any better. )) STOP LETTING LGBT FREAKS 

+. | I wish my body could be : , 
5] normal again. They told , , GOD'S BEAUTIFUL RAINBOW! 

me it'd be different...” WHEN YOU SEE A RAINBOW,         
  

  

off REMEMBER: “EVERY COLOR 
HAS A PLACE! AN ETHNIC 

a 

HOME FOR EVERY RACE! 
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= B udenhas= 
JEW NAMING THROUGH 

MUSICAL APPROPRIATION 
gab.com/judenhass 

odysee, com/ Qjudenhass HEART STOPPING HITS 
SE 

Re 

VAXXJAMZ, REDPILLED PARODIES, 
AND ORIGINAL MUSIC. 
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BOUND BY BLOOD 
OUR INESCAPIBLE RESPONSIBILITIES 
archive.org/details/faith id d-kampf: iptamt-1942/ | library.frenschan.arg/book/42 | library.Prenschan.org/book/2684 A FR MER @) N FLYERZ 

Originally published in 1942 for the German SS, Glauben und Kampfen ("Faith and Struggle”) is a concise primer on how to live a healthy life, as told from the 

  

perspective of our world's natural Jaws. It addresses questions on the relationship between race, marriage, community, and culture. These brief passages have 

been translated into English by Third Reich Books. We've further edited the content for modern audiences without making significant changes to the meaning. 7. 
Readers are encouraged to visit the pravided links to view variations of the full document, as it is a shart and important read. 

THE QUESTION OF BLOOD 

In this period of struggle for the future of our people, you will become conscious — through your family, community, and beyond - of the bond that unites 
us all. We form an inseparable and sworn community that strives together ceaselessly. Furthermore, you must know that your life, your essence, your abilities, and 

your characteristics all stem from your ancestors. You must take over the same role for the generations which come after you. You cannot shake this 
responsibility off: rather, you have the obligation and duty to adjust your life and live it accordingly. 

We are being threatened with annihilation—not only economically and politically, but also biologically. The answer to the question of how to save 

ourselves is very simple: We must make our kind’s traditional laws of life — whose observance is the prerequisite for any further development — the foundation of 
our thoughts, actions, and feelings. 

Our ancestors, who were firmly rooted in the soil, instinctively recognized these things as right. Unfortunately, through the course of history, these 
truths been partially erased—cavered over by foreign intellectual and racial influence. 

The knowledge of these laws of life and the awakened consciousness of our kind are, today, a certain signpost for our entire action. So we want to look 
at the following foundations of the laws of life - of our world view - from the perspective of our entire race. These are the duties of the individual who wishes to 
preserve the greatness of his people. 

YOUR DUTIES MOVING FORWARD 

1. Guard your health and - as long as you are still at a developing age — practice restraint in regard to recreational poisons (alcohol, nicotine, marijuana, etc.) and 
limit your sexual activity. It must be remembered that the Nordic person generally achieves full maturity especially late in development. 
2. Marry as early as possible. Only then will you completely enjoy family life with your wife. 
3. Do not marry a woman of another race. You are responsible to your folk and to your offspring for the sanctity of our blood. To merge into another group is to 
erase ourselves in the process, thus casting countless thousands of years of aur peaple’s develapment into the dustbin. 

4. Do not marry a congenitally ill woman. Otherwise you'll carry the guilt for the suffering of your own children and grandchildren. In the long-term, such defects 
could end your bloodline entirely! 
5. Choose only a completely healthy wife for yourself. The true picture of the health and characteristics of your future wife are shown to you by her family. 
Consider how her older female relatives have aged and what health issues they've developed along the way! 

6. Your wife should be AT LEAST as racially worthy as yourself. Do not marry someone with a worse genetic makeup than yourself. 

7. Endeavor to get yourself and your children back into the countryside. The city is no place to raise a family! 
8. Avoid marriage with a relative. Undesirable traits are almost always concealed from you, lurking in your recessive genes, only to then emerge TWICE as strong in 
your children if you've formed an incestuous relationship. The closer your familial relationship, the warse these effects will be. 
9. You must preserve your hereditary makeup for your folk in the LARGEST POSSIBLE NUMBER OF CHILDREN. In other words: you have an obligation to produce as 
many healthy, racially sound children as you can support. In our children we live on! 
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INTRODUCTION: 
This guide is made of user posts that have been edited together. We are not associated with the Goyim Defense 

League, GoyimTV, or GTVFlyers. Their flyers are popular in our community and we encourage people to check 

them out. We cannot aver-stress the importance of getting active immediately. Engage in peaceful, legal activism 

while you still have the chance. 

THE PAPERGOY'S GUIDE: SOME BASICS 
by Fren, Mon 02 Feb 2023, 02:39:08 |  https://archive.is/OfW5r 

I'm sure the sticker frens are well-intentioned and stickering can have an effect, but it's much 
easier to have a bullshit crime charged against you if you decide to sticker the wrong surface. They 
might try to hit you with vandalism, littering, and so forth. It's safer to do traditional flyers without 
any adhesive. 

>Is flyering legal? 
Yes, flyering counts as the distribution of literature, and there's a lot of legal backing for that 

being protected by the First Amendment (presuming you're in the USA—EuroFrens have more 
restrictive laws). Kiked police departments might try to charge you for littering. To avoid that, you'll 
want to weigh the flyers down with something harmless, like small stones or wooden pellets. This is 
because, in some areas, a piece of literature might be viewed as litter if it isn't of sufficient weight to 
avoid being blown away. Look into your local laws if you're concerned. 

>How do | get flyers? 
Pick a flyer from the Frens Chan /art/ community flyer thread, GTVFlyers.com, or area ie) 

own. Don't print at a public place, unless you have no other option. You ideally want to get a 
second-hand printer, bought in cash, that won't ever connect to the internet. Avoid HP and other 
brands that spy on their users, force registration, or do other bullshit. The Epson EcoTank ET-280 
has been repeatedly recommended by activists as its ink tanks are said to be more cost efficient over 

buy time. This becomes more important when you're printing thousands of flyers—you don't need t 
an EcoTank if you're just dipping your toes into activism for the first time. 

>How do | distribute flyers? 
Place a single bagged up flyer (or a single bag with multiple flyers) on each recipient's driveway, 

front porch, or door-stoop Do not, under any circumstances, touch any mailboxes. Do not put © 
materials in or on mailboxes. You can get in a lot of trouble for that. Otherwise, just try to leave it 
someplace immediately visible but out of the way. Wear a mask, gloves, and plain, dark clothes. Be 
aware of Ring cameras and other home surveillance systems. You can just loop around in your car 
and toss flyers out your windows, but there's a chance your plate could get recorded by someone's 
camera. If you're worried about that, park your car somewhere safe before proceeding on bike or on 
foot. If you're on bike/foot, with nondescript clothes, a good face mask, and gloves, it'll be virtually ~ 
impossible for anyone to find you and harass you later. 

>Where should I flyer? 
In residential areas. You want to avoid any religious buildings (churches, synagogues, mosques, 

ix-Ianyol(-S Pan Cele MLE YAN (<a) mike Md Core] ail alcemel-Tusrevele-Tolalloc wacom (el-lal(ia’a-vailll-larmvalit-Mal-lie]alelelanteleletMa- lial 
than just picking neighborhoods at random. Alternatively, you could distribute flyers in black areas, 
especially when utilizing materials about the jewish culpability for US slavery. Don't target down to 
specific people or intentionally give the material to a recipient who you have some sort of existing 
conflict with. Avoid areas with high concentrations of jews, as they're the most likely to try and exact 
revenge on you for exposing their kikery. As a rule of thumb, if a flyer criticizes a particular group of 
fol-toyell mul elleMelhUiareMimcomsar-iame] cell] oM-\-Mi al Melalhyme-l0(-1-Mal-1-r0l[-1-\-Moolgh iol Ma al-melel-| Mare mcome-leel 18 
harass, or harm anyone—all we're trying to do is spread true information peacefully and legally! 

>When should | flyer? 
It depends on your circumstances. In some areas there seem to be “prowling” laws that might 

get you hassled if you're distributing materials too late at night. Then again, if you're trying to 
iiliallanl<-mella-temocelaliicamelOlatareielt140] oleldlolaMm\coller-lam mel--1mcie’1-\\)/ acolo -1¢-Male]annat-Malle|alaxelvU(MmKere) 
early for the old folk breakfast rush. When you distribute during the day, make sure you maintain 
good situational awareness. Don't allow yourself to be coerced into a physical confrontation. 
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ALWAYS REMEMEER: 
> >BEWARE OF THE MICRODOT 
> >If you're outside of the US and are worried about a print being traced to you, use this: 
alidexsvsAelialel eNaolisyschiebaduleffe [cele] 

>>lIt is a piece of software to anonymize your prints. There's a guide on the GitHub. 
There's no downside to anonymizing your prints, so take the time to do so. Wear gloves during the printing, bagging, 
and distribution process to avoid your prints being collected. Despite the fact that this is all legal, you need to treat it 
as seriously as you'd treat something that wasn't, as the corrupt faggots we're up against don't always play by the 
rules. Taking precautions like this could help you avaid catching a bullshit charge and having your rights \ violated. 
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THE PAPERGOY’S GUIDE: 
CLASSIC TIPS FROM OLD /POL/ 
by Anonymous, Mon 08 Jan 2Ols 14:50:34 
https#/archive.phf9GR74 
These tips originate from 4Chan’s /pow, having been written 
dering the 2018 “It’s OH To Be White” fiyering campaign. 
We've made some modifications, but the original posts are 
aceessibte at the above archive. 

Work quichly, work quietly, work at night, work 
“alone. The more of these core rules you break, the 
more tikely you are to get caught. While flyering isn’t a 
crime, you're better off. staying anonymous to avoid 
potential attempts at-vengeance. Disguises that cover 
your face are great. Winter isa great time to use such 
tactics—buy a Cheap scarf, or wear a generic warm 
hoodie. 

School colors area great way to blend in if you're 
near a college. You may consider adopting a preppy 
Style, as nobody fucks with preppies inthe nice part of 
town. Or a shaggy style—shaggy guys don’t do anything 
controversial. A more general hippie style 
weilin'a college town too, as they'll thin 

cany other White-hating hippie. When picking a 
assemble one that you won't wear anywhere 

    

  

1f-gou‘go flyering enough times, the media ‘will 
plode in an apoplectic fil of-rage. You may see weir 

rfrom them, where they report soi 
‘orrectly, but other-parts of: ite 
‘DO NOT: COMMUNICATE. WITH THE! 
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  also might be trying 10-get you 10 reveal yourself sa     They can bring the -hammer-down onyou hard. Takea 

fh-of f and flyer:a new area when you get bach on 
ejoo. = 

  

  

  

them will -be:seen:as:‘weahness. Don't play 
hathem: : 

will eventually recognize you. ideally, you   
cover-anarea:-where nobody knows you ata 

ere jou don’t go to ona regula 
: ‘ays have a good excuse for wi 
during a flyer.drop-if you said you we! 

-Said you were going for a jog, come b. 
= jou_were in the area where the flyer drop tooh 

that'll make things too obvious!   
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A Note On Perception: 
Self-hating Whites have been led 

to believe that the HHH, Nazis, White 
Nationalists, and other. standard 
caricatures, are super-duper dangerous 
and lurking everywhere. You just can’t 
see them because they're crafty! 

Use their fear to your advantage. 
Leaving flyers where they will be found 
by students the next day can drive all the 
self-haters and their non-White sex pets 
crazy with rage. They will start 
protesting and affaching even fhe 
slightest hint of pro-White anything. This 
Can cause normal, productive White 
people to reject their rhetoric, which will 
bea major help in the future. 
Reawakened Whites, who used to hate 
themselves but now see the light, won't 
be likely to rat out pro-White activists. 

Remember. that the media and the 
system don’t know if you're one person 
or one hundred people. They're 
desperate to figure that out so they can 
figure out-how harsh to make their 
response. If they think you are many, 
they will take it out.on every White 
person in the area, revealing their hatred 
of Whites. Getting them to reveal their. 
hatred of Whites is the best way to get 
normal White people to turn pro-White. 

“Work quichty, 
work quietly, 
work at night, 
work atone. ” 
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THE PAPERGOY'S GUIDE: =~ 
DON'T BE A COWARD “at 
Fren, Mon Feb 20 2023, 03:56:15 ; \ 
https://archive.is/ofW5r Se 

ohn 
Look, I'm all for lowering the bar of activism to the = 

point where everyone can participate, but it can't get toa =. 
point where you're afraid to do anything because you're 
afraid you might get harassed by a cop. 

You understand we are the target of genocide, right? 
This isn't a game. The enemy wants to erase our people from . 
existence. And we're sitting here agonizing about being 2 
harassed by cops? 

Buddhist monks in Vietnam lit themselves on fire to 
protest religious persecution. Just a few years ago, a Muslim 
man immolated himself over flour prices, and millions of 
other Muslims rose up and risked their lives in open rebellion 
against governments far less subtle than the American 
regime. In Imperial Russia, communists marched towards 
soldiers with guns and dared them to shoot, and they did. 
Even niggers and their shitlib simps showed more courage by 
sitting in a cafe and letting outraged patrons insult them, or 
disobeyed laws knowing that they'd be taken to jail, not 
merely harassed by police. 

Listen: we're weak. We lack even the organization of 4 
niggers in Africa who died by the hundreds and thousands in 
revolt against the Rhodesians. We post screenshots of the 
battles where 10,000 Africans died and only 3 Rhodesians did, 
but these Africans somehow found the backbone to risk their 
lives, and even die, for the cause of black nationalism. Yet 
here we are shivering in terror at the mere threat of being 
charged with littering. 

I used to advocate flyering and people would tell me that 
they're terrified of being caught putting up a pro-White flyer. 
Have you read historical accounts of the past? Do you think 
that being thrown in prison frightened Hitler into 
submission? What about your ancestors who may have been 
beaten and thrown into a horrendous prison for opposing 
foreign rule? 

My ancestors chose to speak out against French 
colonialism of Germany during the Napoleonic conquests, 
and the French soldiers were known to massacre entire towns 
when they encountered resistance to French rule. Further 
back in time, I am certain that my ancestors fought and died 
to keep Roman invaders from conquering their homeland. 
The punishment for defiance was crucifixion, slavery, or 
slaughter. i yg a a, <9 

The punishments we face if caught are langhably minor 
in comparison. Act while that's still the case, because one day 
their genocidal operations against us will become less covert. 
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gab.com/OMGitsFLOOD | odysee.com/@FLOOD 

DEEPFAKES, VOICE CLONES, AND BITING SATIRE. 
ALL WITH TUTORIALS FOR YOU TO DO THE SAME. 
FLOOD IS BRINGING THE MOVEMENT INTO THE 

ap PRESENT WITH HIS WORK. THE ONLY WAY TO 
rn MAKE THE ENEMY SPEAK THE TRUTH IS TO 

PUT THE WORDS IN THEIR MOUTHS. 
2 This ad was not paid for, approved, or endorsed by the GDL, or by GTV Flyers. This ad was not paid for, approved, or endorsed by Flood. 2? 3 
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THE FUTILITY 
OF INFIGHTING 
by Fren, Wed 8 Feb 2023 02:33:45 | https://archive.ph/Rq2XY 

  

  

  

  

The movement to resist the system has faced the problem of infighting for a long time. We do not have a singular dogma or 
figurehead to rally around. Disagreements are natural in such an environment. We must set these issues aside to address the bigger 
problems ahead. One doesn't argue about where to sail a ship while it's actively sinking. You must first repair the hull and bail out the 
water before you can worry about a destination! Alf of us have our own feelings about the ideal outcome of this struggle, but none of 
those outcomes will be realized if we don't come together to focus on common threats. 

The following piece has been revised and some of the author's original meaning has been slightly changed. We have provided an 
archive link so that you can compare the two if you're inclined 

| can't be the only one that's sick of the infighting. Everyone is so quick to call anyone who they dislike a fed, or a 

jew, or some other label for bad actor. This contributes nothing positive ta our movement and it discourages people 
from working to resist the current situation. 

| read an article that alleged the Goyim Defense League (GDL) to be a bunch of feds, because their activism has the 

jews in Florida's statehouse trying to pass a law that would essentially make “antisemitism” a felony. This is a rhetorical 

strategy known as “fed-jacketing,” wherein you question your opponent's credibility by accusing them of being involved 
with federal agents. Participating in this kind of rhetorical attack is counter-productive and we should discourage it. 

Handsome Truth is doing good work. More people should follow his example. | can't imagine what fed-jacketers 

would have said about George Lincoln Rockwell's tactics during the heyday of the American Nazi Party—if | remember 

correctly, GLR had a man in a gorilla suit follow Martin Luther King around during their “civil rights” marches, meant to 
equate blacks to apes, which is said to have gotten even King himself laughing. HT has distributed flyers discussing 
jews, projected some funny messages with a laser drone, and performed a satirical piece as “Tammy Cohen” (a tranny 

jew character) to trick his way into speaking at a city council meeting (and to get some airtime daing so). These are the 
closest things we have to modern day GLR style activism. His antics are funny and disarming to normies. He's forcefully 
injecting our ideas into the mainstream political debate. 

Jews panicking, overreaching, and trying to pass unconstitutional laws, doesn't prove that the GDL is some fed 

Psyop, or that HT is a bad actor. If anything, HT is forcing them to make their move early, before they're ready to pull 
the trigger. We've known that they intend to destroy our freedom of speech for a long time. This premature effort gives 
us a chance to rally normies on our side while enough of them still give a shit about the constitution. Free speech 

advocates, including the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), now find themselves forced to argue on our behalf (and 

with some success so far). Knowing that these laws were coming eventually, I'd rather face them while there are still 
enough White people left to potentially win. 

People have also criticized various activists for not being a pure blood Aryan, which may or may not be true at 

times. | have no idea, nor do | care. An obsession with every participant in the struggle being 100% “pure blood” is 
foolish. No successful incarnation of the movement has ever operated that way. Murdoch Murdoch had an entire episode 
on this called “Pure 100% Bavarian Phenotype.” | recommend you watch it. 

Nit-picking over sameone being 5% Mexican, ar 10% Indian, or any other such nonsense, is a waste at best, and an 

intentional Divide & Conquer tactic at worst. Take help where you can get it and value a man's character. Blood and Soil 
are important, but we can worry about where to draw the line for citizenship in our ethnostates after we remove the jew. 
In the meanwhile, if someone is doing good work then let them keep doing what they're daing. 

Similarly, I've seen frens talking about the National Justice Party (NJP) in a negative light, pointing to some of their 

past podcasts featuring takes that haven't aged well. | considered these arguments. | even went and listened to a bunch 
of ald NJP podcasts, but | didn't hear anything too shocking. Jazz Hands himself has said he's embarrassed about some 
of their takes from back in the day, and | see why, but nothing | saw screamed jew or fed. | think all of us have taken our 

own winding paths of transitional ideolagies to get ta where we are now. It isn't any more of a shift than | went through. 
There was a time where | was blue pilled. If you showed me my own posts from back then, I'd be overwhelmingly 
humiliated. 

| don't mean to disregard real concerns. I'm not trying to accuse anyone of being feds or kikes. That would be 

exactly what I'm complaining about. There's just a tendency towards paranoia within our ranks. But the old guard Nazis 
of the ANP, like James Mason, already showed us how to deal with infiltration: just let them buy you coffee and waste 
their time. Don't ever express a desire to do anything illegal (repeat after me: we're a PEACEFUL, LAW-ABIDING 

MOVEMENT). Don't ever confess to having done something illegal in the past, no matter how long ago it was. 

What if an infiltrator starts participating in events with us? Great, ask them to pass out some flyers with you. If 
they suggest anything illegal or unseemly, verbally berate them for their foolishness. Put those fed piggies to work for 
the movement if they're so interested in getting on the inside! They can only fuck you up if you give them something to 

fuck you up with. Most feds get bored or have their funding pulled before they even get that far, as they're looking for 
mentally unstable people that they can manipulate into committing crimes. If you don't fit that bill, you're fine. 
Just spend all of your time trying to redpill/demoralize them, get as much free food/coffee as you can out of them, and 

as much free labor as they'll give you. Never let them work alane (or enter your home), as they might sabotage 

something, but they shouldn't be near anything especially vulnerable to sabotage in the first place. They will not spend 
a full year contributing every weekend of their life to redpilling normies. Instead, they'll move on to a target they deem 
easier to manipulate or frame. 

There's no need for all this fed-jacketing and jew-jacketing. All we have to do is stop being so scared of infiltration. 

If you're paralyzed by this fear, do all of your activism alone and anonymously. Start getting out into the real world, 
passing out flyers, talking to people about jews, and making art/media/culture that names the jew. Paint Nazis as the 
good guys until it sticks. Anything else is probably a waste of time. If you actually give a shit about 1488, show it 

through your actions and not through endless grandstanding about who you don't like. 
An exception: Optics cucks who won't name the jew with regularity are generally useless grifters. Don't waste time 

on these people either. Don't waste time arguing about them, don't waste time attacking them, and don't give them 

your money. Don't bother with them at all, unless you're trying to redpill them. Otherwise, we'll never win and Whites 

will go extinct. 
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SURVIVING THE RED PILL 
by Anonymous (ID: niRSIIf/), Wed 15 Nov 2017 17:37:40 
hitps://archive.4plehs.org/pol/thread/149388819/ | https://archive.ph/uwaWr 

Many peaple feel shocked when they start lo realize the lruth, ‘They'll have a foundational belief come into question and, through 

research, they'll discover they've heen wrong ahout a given subject for their entire lives. To assist those first experiencing this redpilling 

phenomena — the process of discovering perspective shattering information, named in allusion to The Matrix (7999) — an anonymous 

fren ewrole this helpful guide, We'ce made some modifications, bul interested parties can compare this version lo the original via the 

provided archize links. 

I’ve seen scriously despondent people who wished they'd never taken the red pill. I sec people wallowing in despair 

because they don’t know where the redpilling will lead them. Some want out, but they can’t escape. Others just get 

swallowed up by darkness. Here's how you can survive. It’s painful, You will never be Lhe same again, Bul if you want Lo 

come out alive, and, in most cases, be better off, I strongly advise you heed these instructions. 

Your first encounter with the truth will be shocking. Everything you read will seem like nonsensical conspiracies, 

or perhaps “hate speech.” You will not understand many of the things people are referring to. If you post your 

sentiments Lo one of Lhe few uncensored discussion boards lefl, such as Frens Chan, you will be Lhe normie Lhal 

everyone hazes. This is normal. You're nol the first. Everyone goes Lhrough Lhis. 

You will start to understand the jargon. You will start to understand what people are actually saying. You will start 

swallowing red pills—accepting uncomfortable truths. Unfortunately, for the first six months, this might fill you with 

hate. Why? You will learn the truth about racial differences, sexual dimorphism, jewish supremacy, governmental 

corruption, homosexualily, Lransexualily, and more. You will probably slart Lo hale Lhe people parlicipaling in, and 

responsible for, Lhe situation al hand. You must conlinue learning. If you slop here, you are doomed. 

You must understand the horrible things that have been done to our peoples and societies, withoud allowing that 

knowledge to blind you with hate. The highest value will always be love—love for your folk, your family, your community, 

your culture, your race, and your God. The hate you feel is a natural response to learning that these things, which you 

should love so dearly, have been repealedly violated by malicious forces. Ilale has been given Lo you as a Lool Lo reclily 

the situation, but hate is not the goal in and of itself. 

Once you have swallowed enough red pills, you will start fecling isolated from your immediate friends/families. 

You'll find yourself opposing just about every popular opinion they have. You may try to hold your tongue, but it gets 

harder and harder. You won't understand why these people are so blind. You won’t understand why, at some point in 

your life, you aclually agreed wilh Lhese people. It’s Lough becoming estranged from your loved ones, so dow’L argue, If 

they are curious, you can lead them a bit. Otherwise, don't try to force feed them red pills. It is important that you 

understand this: red pills work best when taken voluntarily. 

You might fall into despair. You will feel alone. You will feel like everyone around you are just idiots going through 

  

  

  

life wilhoul a single ralional Lhoughl. Then you will become angry. You will know whal Lrue rage is, ‘The slrenglh and 

magnilude of Lhis rage will surprise you. 

This rage is the crucial fork in the road. You can let this anger become a destructive force in your life, or you can 

usc it to become somcthing better. At this stage, you still have not taken the ultimate red pill. That simple red pill is 

this: you, and you alone, are responsible for your actions. You, and you alone, are responsible for who you turn out to 

be. You, and no one else, is responsible for your happiness, The lruth is, you can’t Lruly lake this final pill until you've 

changed certain things in your life. Tomorrow, you will start this process. 

Get up in the morning. Take a shower to help you wake up. Then sit down, close your cyes, and clear your mind. 

From this moment on, there's NO THINKING. You don't need to do more thinking, you've thought cnough. You will only 

act. There are no more excuses—excuses are something you need to think up. ‘There can be no further rationalizing to 

justify your failures. You will simply do whal needs lo be done. Open your eyes and go aboul your day. Go Lo your job, 

or your school, and do your best. From now on, everything you do, no matter how mundane, will be your best effort.   
26 CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE. 27 
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Stop eating processed goyslop “food” and start cooking for yourself. Attend to your 

chores and errands immediately without letting them pile up. Don't waste time thinking 

about the things you know vou need to do—you already know what they are, so just da 

lhose Lhings wilhoul delay. 

When you are done wilh the chores of the day, youll work oul. Join a gym. If you 

can't afford to join a gym, do no-equipment exercises at home. Your bady is the only tool 

you need to ect in shape, but weights will help if you can get access to some. So lift 

weights. Slowly at first. It doesn't matter how much you bench. It only matters that you 

are Lrying and Lhal you keep Urying. 

You are not doing this to impress girls. You are not going to a gym to make yourself 

look sexy. You are not trying to become a model. You are trying to improve yourself. 

Period. You are doing this fer yourself and no one else. 

When youre done your work for the day, read a redpilling book. No ‘IV. No Netflix. 

No video games. No porn. No drugs, Make your leisure lime worthwhile by acquiring 

useful information or picking up a skill you'd enjoy having. Try to zo to bed early and 

sleep for no less than six hours a night—cight is better. 

This kind of lifestyle change will be the hardest thing you've ever done. Don’t give 

up. Above all, do nol Lhink. Thinking only leads lo laziness and excuses. Every Lime you 

slart thinking aboul making excuses, GET ANGRY. This is where you use Lhal RAGE I 

| talked about earlier. If you find yourself lacking the motivation, summon that anger. 

] Bring it to the brim. Then gct up and go to the gym. Burn out the rage by lifting. As you 

| lift, think of all the red pills you’ve swallowed. Think about how mad the truth makes 

you, Think aboul how hypocrilical and how evil Lhis world is. Think aboul how, when 

shit hils the fan, thal you'll need Lo lake care of yourself, Think aboul how the 

government and people in power force you to be less than what you're capable of 

becoming. Think of how they want you to conform to social norms designed to prevent 

your success. ‘Think of how unfair things in this world are. Finally, know that no one on 

this damned planet can help you. If you want help then you've gol Lo help yourself. 

In three months, you will notice a significant change in yourself. You will look 

different. You will feel different. You will notice that people react to you differently. It is 

because you will be more confident at this point. You will start affecting those around 

you more Lhan Lhey affect you. Some will resent you. Olhers will admire you. None of 

Uhal mallers. The only thing thal matlers is you and how you are changing. 

Escapism will become boring. Why? Because you no longer live in that fantasy 

world. You now understand that the mind numbing effect of mass media is 

] INTENTIONAL. They are trying to control you. You won't let them anymore. You won't 

| be able lo walch any TV. You won'l be able Lo walch any major news ouLleL, [L will all look 

like bullshil lo you. 

In six months, you will no longer be recognizable. Physically and mentally, you will 

be a completely different person. Dress neatly. It's not a matter of dressing up, but being 

presentable. If you want to be stylish, go ahead! Show it off. You now have the bady to do 

so. 

Always keep taking red pills. Always be true to yourself. Keep immaculate hygienic 

practices. Your house/apartment should be neat and elean at all times. Never lose sight 

of how you used to be. Keep telling yourself you don't ever want to go back to being that 

person. 

You will vel your finances in complete order, You will pay all your debl as soon as 

possible. No more credit card debt. This will be a lot easier than you think because you 

no longer have degencrate expenses draining you financially. No drugs, no smoking. 

Ko) a 
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no movies, no ealing oul, You will find more energy and more 

motivation to improve your income. You will no longer be held back 

from getting that better job because at job interviews, you will be 

infinitely more confident. Your lack of degenerate behavior and 

increased physical filness will improve your intelligence. You will 

have a clearer mind and your memory will improve, as well as your 

ability to concentrate. If you are a student, your grades will improve 

dramatically. If you have a job, your performance will greatly 

increase. 

[U's a feedback loop. The beller you become physically, Lhe beller 

your mental capacily will increase, which in Lurn will motivate you lo 

improve your bedy even morc. Suddenly, women who you thought 

were out of your league will start approaching you, but you are now 

redpilled. You won't select your wife based on superficial 

characlerislics or {leeling arousal—you'll pick a good woman who 

can raise a strong family with you. This is the beauty of becoming 

redpilled. 

You can get there anon. You can become redpilled. Life can be 

awesome, But never become complacent. Keep improving yourself. It 

slops being a struggle afler awhile. IL becomes enjoyable Lo keep 

improving. 

Once you've gotten your shit together, it's time for you to help 

others. The truth is, no one heeds advice from a loser. As people see 

your success — as Lhey see how sound your body and mind is — Lhey 

will nalurally gravilale Lowards you. If Uhey approach you, slowly give 

them little red pills. Give them suggestions on sites to visit, books to 

read, and documentaries to watch. Always kecp a careful eye en them 

so that they do not stray from the path. When they are ready, go mask 

off and show Lhem Lhe way. 

Eventually, you'll have done everything you can do in your 

immediate interpersonal sphere. Your family will be redpilled, your 

wife will hate degeneracy, and your coworkers might even absorb 

some of your newfound ideals as you lead them by example. It won't 

feel like enough, however, and you'll find yourself Lelling strangers 

about the Zionist Occupied Government and the dangers of 

consuming too many processed foods. When you reach this point and 

you can no longer contain your need to stand up for the truth, begin 

lo develop skills Lnal you can use lo enable Lhe process, Design some 

propaganda, wrile some software, play an edgy song—spread a Lrue 

counter-culture. If you are completely devoid of the ability to build 

these skills, you can always print out pre-made flyers and spread the 

truth anonymously to your community. 

You have a choice lo make. Your first oplion is Lo keep being 

miserable, wasting your life away, and wishing Unings were different. 

Your second option is to take the red pill, get your shit together, and 

spread the truth to all who will listen. Do you want to be the weak- 

willed hedonist who squandered their one chance at life, or the iron- 

willed icon who led your commiunily lo a new golden era? Make your 

choice and follow through! 
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The following Piece was written by combining multiple posts from a thread and writing new connective tissue. As always, we've provided 

    

  va Normies agree with every aspect of Hitlers ideology ¢ on paper. Try it some time: walk them through 

Hitler's ideas, but present them like they're your own. Many will find you highly agreeable. Then mention the 

word Nazi, or Hitler, and watch as they immediately freak out. The mass indoctrination they feed us has 

created a mental barrier. Some people, when called a Nazi, will twist themselves into knots, begging you to 

rescind the label. They reject it without thinking. 

Over time, because anything remotely close to, naponaleTy these days is labeled “Nazi,” we can reclaim ; , 

the word Nazi in that context. Highlight the idiocy. of the label and ‘the fact that anyone who isn't pro- eben) : 

borders xij) rolanMel aM (-etierelan-Mh elujesite] Micra (el itty beliefs. 4 / 

Is there not an irony in White men from nations across the world uniting in an ideology of nationalism? 

Terme rel ee RMN ite Mm dal-M telelire] Mreld(elitinmel(emeiiil the Waffen SS, the Axis Alliance, etc. It's just that 

« -normies believe nationalism includes hating on other countries, which is not the case. 

<? 
if 

« land made it into a part of their culture. Here's how we can do the same for ourselves. 

< 
‘3 

Some might scoff at this’ ‘use of Nazi, as ‘it isn't “historically accurate.” The difference between Italian, 

iFascism, BUF, the Iron Guard, the NSDAP, and so on, is for insiders, history buffs, and others of that sort. It's 

all the same to the uninitiated. | talk to otherwise intelligent, informed, mostly redpilled people, and they 

literally don't know what the NSDAP is. 

50, ‘as a catch-all term for anyone who is a nationalist, or racially aware, etc., it's functional to accept the 

label. “Nazi,” even when used in the pejorative. It, also takes the, wind out of their sails. Note George Lincoln, i 

‘| 

mean'we can't take up the “Nazi” title for ourselves. 4 i 

Does a commie come unglued when you call him a commie, rather than a communist, or a marxist, or 

whatever? 

   
   

  

\y, 

« 5 “REEEEE! I'm net a cormial I'ma dialectical materialist'syndicalist Trotskyite!” 
(> “OK, commie.” i " 

7 Ha f 

ima terd@sl-teolantMeli Me-igtcctomiieim ia |Mlort-M iam sfelee-iom@lil itm stelelant-temid| | Mi-vel ml o\-tiatemael| (ts Mare (dt) aie! g 

“sexist.” We should overuse the term until it becomes a part of everyday vocabulary. nea the younger 

generations will call themselves Nazis as a way tor ‘rebel against, hike soy-ciety. \ 

In a 1world where everyone is free to engage in | unprecedented degeneracy, with no act beiis too tabos," 

rely jewish iciitilrceldieli Melis maslaneersiincceltcel Pad only way to rebel is to become disciplined. A rebel today 

must reject the hedonism that has defiled our culture, reject the forced multiculturalism, and reject the 

, dehumanization of Whites. Anyone who rebels in this manner TmelictetoMaet|(toMem lord Mim troltme (ol Mimi] :1-) 

© 6 « trannies, you're called a Nazi. If you're sick: of faggots, you' re called a Nazi. This is part of how the term 
é 

rw Aa 

  

  

i # 
if a 

“punk” became a badge of honor. More recently, we successfully claimed “chud” for ourselves, too. The only 

thing stopping us from doing the same for: “Nazi” is our learned response, wherein we pretend like we' Te 

Chasleletacetti-teMelstolti Meltim(o(-te( Mel ml Mal lellaq Mile] coMoC-M\ ordi Mi ovett-te Mela muta lice) lid(-SM One] MEY -)| ME MUUe tM IT-SH-) min) 

the NSDAP, so...”). Stop this cop-out nonsense! 

When someone calls you a Nazi, the correct response is “Thank you!” Actual Nazis tend to be high quality 

) ¢) ro) @) ) ) © ) ) people: It isn't shameful to be called one. Nazis tend to be dedicated, loyal, cuelplined: well- educated, felatel| 

A A VA V4 A / VA YA YA strong. Also, in general use by our opposition, “Nazi” merely denotes “the tle so by reclaiming the term | 

you are in effect stating “Yes, | am your enemy. | oppose all that you represent.” That's what they actually 

mean by using Nazi pejoratively, whether they are consciously aware of it or not. 

" If you asked a normal person to compare your average Nazi to your average troon, while conveniently 

) ©. >) ) >) co) >) >) >) ( leaving out the “Nazi” label, they would prefer the com any of the Nazi every time. It is not our ideas that 

‘4 V4 Vf YA / / Vf / A “need fixing, nor is it the quality of our personnel. What we have is a communication issue. Reclaim the word 

“Nazi, make it into a compliment, and you'll find that tay people will eagerly call themselves Novara ‘They 

should—it's better than conforming to Clown World. 

  
    

Rockwell's embrace of the term. No one today can actually be aimember of the NSDAP, but that doesn't a (a 

> 
' 

ae 
i 

: = an archive of the original. : i fl i i hy i A 

TAKE IT AS A COMPLIMENT ey Y & &  & f Fa 

: : y/ Most er-teyel CM -Tiresrem Meidtelare || Socialists only by the term Nazi" ‘which et Meyers liacet| (Uae | mockery thought 

eye LUM Malti loMuel-eMelar-TartMelgle Mii mela) the correct word pene used instead of the jewish mockery, 

LN FW | I$ THE NEW PUNK but | have a better idea. It's time to reclaim the word “Nazi,” just like blacks reclaimed the word “nigga” 

https://archive.is/HEh9G < 
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DOXXED. DESTROY, 

DETERMINED. FREE. 
by Fren, Wed March 1 2023 05:14:08 https://archive.is/rmLoN 

t 1 

  ee
 

s. where 

  

Jtis importa to many of uy Gate spoxk or jally whon we live in countrics where there is ne right a frce speech. Even in the United 
freedom of speech is supposed to he sacred, someane can still have their entire life destroyed if they say the “wrang" thing. In that sense, speaking the truth is treated as a crime worldwide, even if the 
punishment is dolled out informally in some places. It you're living samewhere with an actual Jaw against certain speech/expression, we encourage you to fallow your local Jaws, of course, but we refuse to 
acknowledge these laws as just or fair. Limitations on speech should he few and far between. 

Sometimes we don't have the luxury of anonymity. Sometimes we're forced to go full mask-off, even if it means losing everything. Other times.we re simply doxxed without any choice in the 
matter—perhaps due to bad luck, or poor OPSEC. People in our movement have lost jobs, familial romantic reli riendships, and countless offer precious things—all for speaking 

the Trudi. 
When you are in this position, you musn't despair. There is life after doxxation. If you're not in a prison cell and you have access to this material, you're blessed. No matter what they take from 

you, no matter how much they tarnish youc reputation, they cannot do anything to change the Tenth. Take advantage of your newfound freedom and do the thing that they hate most: speak up. Vo the 
hest of your ability, with whatever resources you're able fo acquire, spread (he information they so desperately wan! fa censor. 

If you have noltiing fo lose, you might he (cmpied fo harm yourself, or te turn to hedonism, or lo do any number of shortsighted things. Dor't. The systom would love fo sec that firral 
inexmation af your sulloring play out. Instead, celebrate your total frcedom 
gone. The fictional version of myself thal I proscnted al partics iy dead. Everyone dies cventually: and iwas always gaing to ond up this way. [am lucky (a outlive that Hictional version of myscll. Iwill use 
this new life - this second life - to help my falk. 

Whar follows is a piece written hy a fren who is going through just such a resurrection. Lie has reached out to our community to brainstarm ideas on how to live his new life to the tullest. We 
have made our usual alterations, imbuing meaning that the original author might not have intended, but the archive link above is available for those who wish to read the original. 

  

  

   sup lo pourself "My life is over. The reputation J had ~ die churacicr Iwas building within thiy LARP of a clawn warld ~ is 

  

          | 

Thave been doxxed, my life destroyed, through the combined cfforts of my own government and various radical nco-Marxist , "4 Co : r ” 4 v a” 
elements in my country. They have jointly conspired to destroy my life due to my past efforts at spreading the information necessary to q q 4 > "4 r 
save our People. They are disgusting scum. They have ne honer, nor are they bound to the Truth in any regard. They shall never see . 
Valhalla—they cannot end up otherwhere than a realm such as Nastrond, but. thal would likely be above them still. They are of the spinit 
of treachery and have no true kith or kin. ‘Vhey are thralls of the enemy of our People. I shall not lament my situation any more, nor 
tire you with explanations for how it came to be, as most would not understand or believe me regardless, ‘lest placed into the same 
circumstances. 

I scck ways to usc my life in the furtheranee of my People. Even if the skraclings amongst them have contributed to my situation, it 
is my duty to sacrifice for those who can be saved. Since I am doxxed, it is possible to use my actual face and name. However, they 
have larnished my reputavion significantly, so this must be laken into account when designing lactics. Timlend to start small bul. [ will 
work unilil the end. Vhey should not have fucked with me. I will net do anything thal. could gel me incarceraled (nor do I seek to do 
anything criminal), so I will be able to continue my campaign longer. 

Iscck to wake as many as I can. We must expose pcople to information which has been hidden from them. I have thought of a 
few ways so far, but I'm not sure which to go with first, or which could make the largest impact. I am aware that, after being previously 
targeted, they will come down on me with the force of Moloch. I will likely be killed or “dealt with’ eventually, just to shut me up. Such 
is life in the pursuit of Truth and honor. 

Tve considered standing on major roads in my town, perhaps while hvestrearming -erlainly recording), and carrymg signs wilh 
“passable” redpills—information which carmot. be considered “hale speech? in my dystopian hellscape of an economic zone, yel. still 
carries vital information that can lead to more. For instance, a sign that simply says (along with relevant imagery) something like: 

    

    

   
    

> Genetics Matter! 
> GIVE A FUCK or YOU'RE OUT OF LUCK! 
> Look up MAOA 2-Repeat Allele. 
> Look up *X." 

  

MAOA 2-Repeat, of course, is referring to the gene that Blacks (especially Sub-Saharan Africans) have in much greater frequency 
than Europeans. *X” could be other similar genes, for cognition or behavior, or any other concept that might get pcople thinking more 
deeply. I would also print out pictures or memes for whichever sign Im using on that day, and I wouldn't use the same sign every day. 

Im not sure how I could “safely” get people to understand race with this tactic, as I live in a country where wrongthink is 
punishable. I can spread information like this, so long as I do not directly target racial variation, or the head of the snake—jews. Ideally, 
T want my target audience to be able to infer thal. there are significant dilferences between races, or lo infer something aboul the jewish 
tactics being used against us. I could potentially livestream and talk to people who talk to me, or who ask about the signs. A lot of the 
“magic” would be found in those conversations, not on the signs themselves. 

Many pcople alrcady know who I am. I have an advantage in that, even though I am now perhaps “infamous,” I am yet likcly to 
draw an audience just through their doxxing's effect. Hopefully the damage they've done to me can be turned into a strength. 

It's important that we spread information, even - and perhaps especially - if people find that information shocking. Such 
information inviles questions and interest thal. can be used lo sleer conversations and redpill people. T seek to do this TRL and via my 
livesireams/videos online. I'm nol. stuck on the sign idea, nor lo anything else. I'm open to any worthwhile ideas. As my life is already 
destroyed, I can make sacrifices. My reputation cannot be ruined further and my actions are all completely legal. Let the public watch 
them crucify a peaccful, law-abiding man for having the “wrong” thoughts. 

My vendetta on behalf of the Truth is yct voung, but I am ready and willing to dedicate myself. I will not likely be able to work a 
“normal” job, unless I find a fully redpilled employer. I will always be persecuted in my country, until Truth and sanity prevail. This is 
my Sate. [ will uimn if into something good with your help. Please, brothers, help me come up with ways lo make an impact before I'm 
eventually driven innawoods, made homeless, or killed due to ints persecution. My life will not be in vain and my People will one day 
be free. In some small part, al least, they'll be [reed through my actions—even if I don't gel lo see il myself. 
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~ Hitler, National Socialism, and Recruiting for Our Cause 
_by-Dr. William Pierce ©          

    
      

  

‘tele ee sa Me Pag Se Va = Es iene = https: /ivationalvanguard. org!2023/04 hitler- national- Boca and- -récruitinig: for-our-cause/ - ae https://archive.ph/efZtF - 

- - eee eee - Originally written as part of the National Alliance Membership Handbook, this piece by Dr. Pierce stunds in contrast to the 

q i] a ‘ oe 3S precedin wg pieces that our ‘communily. members have written. As the original February £981 version of the handbook doesn't seem lo | 

| ‘i 2 es ee eee include this’ passage, we believe it to have originated in the 1993 revision, which —to our knowledge — was the last version published 

1 i . = fee a - ~- before Dr: Pierce's passing. Dr. Pierce left a massive body of valuable work behind and we all owe him a debt. Let us honor him:now by 

ores - 1° examining his thoughts on issues that are still ean today. We have left this text aan unaltered from the version avail ble on. the ees 

  

National Alliance websile. 
We are in no way associated w ith the National : Alliance, bué we do encourage vou to check out their online bookstor 

__ otherwise hard to acquire materials. It should go.without saying that we do not profit in any. way from their book sales, website vis 

4 snenabgr: nS : 

    

  

: Inevitably, every member who engages in public activity, so that he is recognized publicly as a member, will © 

be asked. “Are you a Nazi?” or, “Are you a neo-Nazi?,” just as the National Alliance is routinely described in the cS : 

- controlled news media as a “Nazi (or neo-Nazi) organization.” (For those who make the distinction, riatemebhaconeraterd pores 

between “Nazi” and “neo-Nazi” seems to be this: The former term refers only to the National Socialist German. Workers’ * 

Party and its members. The latter term refers to or ganizations and people who draw their inspiration from the former, 

or from. the same sources as the former, but which arc too young to have been directly associated with the former. Many 

people, of course, make no distinction belween the Lwo terms.) : : . % oe 

: So how does a member answer the question? Tf he wants to give a meaningful answer, he must nee wha [is 

‘in the mind of his interrogator: What is his intorrogator’s understanding of “Nazi”. 

(which will be the case for anyone working for the controlled media), or even a typical “couch potato” whose filer mM : 

came from a tel sion tube, we know that he'is thinking of sinister- looking men in black uniforms and swastika 

armbands who like to click their heels togcther, thrust out their right arms, and shout, “Siog! Heil!” ” before marching off * . 

-Lo gleefully machine-gun a group of prisonérs who were arrested for’ listening to the wrong radio program or failing to 

have a.photograph of the Fuhrer displayed in their living rooms. This mythical “Nazi” is an invention of the jews who 

control the mass media, and so the member 1 is perfectly corr ect in answ ring. : “Nos I am not a ‘Nazi, and the National - 

‘Alliance is not a Nazi organization.” See : 

Suppose, however..that the per eo 

- ‘really wants to understand our belicfs and goa. 

:? 
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© he question isa pot cal recruit, someone with an open mind. ae: : 

In this case we are obliged to explore. the. question nore deeply, and 1 ll 
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    t of Nauional Socialism, as 

of Pgiidors stan tig between us ‘and the White ) re : Bee 2 

tollywood tNaans : 

    : Feces and many other parts of the. White world today. roe ae par 3 were the accepted norm in 

. 2 _ Germany, not just for thé National Socialists, but also for the Communists, the Catholic Centrists, and other political 

eager = 8foupings. They never have been the norm in America. : e : 

a sist Tt also is wrong, however, for us to shut our minds to the eternal crathe embodied i in the National Socialist 

idea: they are the truths on which our own creed is based. Tt is wrong for us to shut our eyes to‘the truth about the 

  

    il ds Wioeld.s rv, its background, ils conduct, the real issues involved, and Lhe real consequences of its loss by our . 

race. And it is wrong for us not to acknowledge the deht our race owes to Adolf Hitler and his followers throughout 
“ead cig, 

te ort . Europe, despite their apparent defeat in 1945. 
Nb i . 2 

  

: , ‘ The recruiler who is working with the right sort of potential member — and who himself has an adequate 

Sr y ‘ d mg x wal dearer mastery of the subjéct — can.use the National Socialist idea and the mystique associated w itheit 

7 : Germany as a poworful tool for opening the mind of his prospect to the National Allian 
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RECLAIMING ROB UN HOOD 424%4%o%%0%o ote otete ee eee 
by Fren., Mon April 3 2023 13:38:05 hlUps://archive.phJ2jF6 

‘This piece concerns lhe symbolic nature of a fictional character. We do nol advocate for or condone robbery, nor do we sanction any other illegal 

action. We da adtacate for the appropriation of symbols and mythologies that were ours to begin with. 

Robin Hood is a neat folk character who everyone in our 

movement could recognize. In popular culture, he is a bandit 

lord who steals fram the rich and gives to the poor. This 

latter aspect of his nature has sadly allowed leftists to claim 

him as their own. Though the lett has long since jettisoned 

any pretense of caring about the poor and downtrodden. 

instead focusing on humiliating White people. 

Now firstly, Robin Mood is a mythological figure in 

Turopean history Anglo-Saxon history. more specifically. 

The fact that he isn't a nigger or a kike should immediately 

decouple him from the modern left. However, he is far more 

than this. In the Medieval and post-Wedieval context, Robin 

Hood was a hero of the Yeomen class of England. This heing 

the Anglo-Saxon lower classes rather than the Norman elites. 

Thus, Robin Hood has been viewed by many as a defender of 

his native kinsmen against foreign overlords. Something 

which we should be all too familiar with. 

Furthermore, Robin Hood is not interested in 

colleclivizalion or economic redistribution for 

redisLribulion's sake. Inslead, Robin Hood explicilly wages a 

kind of insurgency against Lhe Clerical rulers and money 

lenders of England. [nA Gesé of Robyn Hode, the earliesL 

extensive collection of Lales fealuring Uhe character, Robin 

Hood is asked by LyUl Johon who Licey should Largel for 

robbery. Robin Hood tells him Lo do no harm lo farmers, or 

lo knights, or Lo squires, or, of course, Lo Yeomen, who are 

good [cllows. Instead, he names Bishops and Arch Bishops as 

Ubose whom Uhey should beal and bind. 

"We are 

Robynhodesmen. War, 

war, War." 

- Anonymous pcasants in Norfolk, 

said to have becn sung during acts 

Robin Hood targets the Clergy hecause they are unscrupulous 

money lenders and hypocrites. If Robin Hood were a real man today, he 

would he considered a far-right extremist. for targeting the current 

money lenders. Who are the modern priests and clergy? Media 

corporations and the jews who own them. Albert Kinstein described his 

fellow jews as the “moral aristocracy” of the modern world. 

Robin Hood should be recovered and made inlo a symbol because 

he is an excellent hislorical figure. He's Wradilionally shown resislance 

lo corrupt aulhorilies and money lending eliles. He is well known by all 

and no one bears ill will towards him. 

ve \ s aoe y \ 
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‘To recover him, all we need to do is associate 

with him in the same way we associated with Pepe, 

My Pillow, or Moon Man. However, Robin Hood is a 

far more organic and meaningful figure lo claim for 

the righleous cause since he is a legend of our own 

hislory. We can make whoever and whalever we 

wan into a While symbol. All we need lo do is adopt 

him as our owL.   

CONTACT AND SUBMISSIONS 
FREN-Z accepts submissions! We'll consider any form of media. Written pieces and 

visuals, if selected, will be used in FREN-Z. Writing, visuals, videos, music, and all 

other forms of submission may be utilized through our digital channels as we branch 
out into more content, and may be subsequently highlighted in FREN-Z. 

Contributors may submit anonymously, pseudonymously, or under their real names. 
Please do not submit copyrighted material that you have not made yourself, or that is 

otherwise not utilizable under the banner(s) of fair and/or transformative use. Raw 

information/sources that you want us to have can be submitted with the preface [TIP]. 

Submissions can be made in two ways: 

1) By emailing FREN-Z-MAG@Proton.me with your submission. Please preface the 
subject of the email with [SUBMISSION]. We'd prefer not to deal with attachments 

when possible, so external hosting of files is appreciated. BayIMG works wonderfully 
for images and written content can be sent as a Pastebin, or through similar services. 

2) By posting in our most recent Frens Chan /art/ thread. 

FREN-Z does not publish materials that it finds to be objectionable. We reserve the 
right to reject your submissions, with or without notice, for any reason. We have no 
obligation to publish your materials. We do not claim ownership of your submitted 
works and you retain your intellectual property, but submission of a work is tantamount 
to giving us permission to publish it in our magazine and online. If physical print runs 
are released, your submissions will be included. There is no payment for submissions at 
this time, and there is no compensation otherwise. 

WANT TO FOLLOW US OR GET IN TOUCH? 
EMAIL: FREN-Z-MAG@PROTON. ME 

GAB: @FRENZMagazine TWITTER: @FRENZMagazine BITCHUTE: bitchute.com/channel/frenzmagazine 

GOYIMTV: vovimtata/channe1/12s4952892/#ENsmawesine | SUBSTACK: frenzmagazine.substack.com 

ARCHIVE.ORG: @frenzmagazine 
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of rebellion and banditry, circa 1444. 
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CONTACT US AT 
FREN-Z-MAG@PROTON.ME 

FOR RATES AND AVAILABILITY. 
PREFACE THE SUBJECT. WITH [AD]. 

SPACE IS LIMITED. 
PRIORITY IS GIVEN FIRST-COME-FIRST- 
SERVE AND BY HOW BASED YOU ARE. 

ADS WILL BE FEATURED IN 
FREN-Z AND IT WILL BE MADE 

CLEAR THAT THEY'RE ADVERTISEMENTS 

BUYING ADS SUPPORTS 
OUR PUBLICATION AND ALLOWS 
FRENS TO SUPPORT EACH OTHER. 

42 

Ul 
Pricing is generally cheap. Our rates are 
determined by several factors. If you want 
us to design the entire ad, from concept to 
completion, it'll cost you more. Pre- 

deseigned ads that we approve of will be 
> | less expensive to run. 

We're a quarterly publication, with issues 
coming out every three months. In general, | 

we'll release issues in/around: JANUARY, 
APRIL, JULY, and OCTOBER. You must have 

your ad arranged by the end of the 
previous month, i.e. an ad for the 
upcoming October issue must be finalized 
by the end of September. The earlier you 
request ad space, the better it is for 
everyone. We will reject ads for anything 
we deem immoral, unfrenly, or degenerate. 

We accept payment in most major crypto 
currencies, but we prefer Monero, and we 
may be willing to offer discounts for those 
willing to pay with it.   
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FREN-Z is reader supported. We currently release each issue for free. By 
donating, you help us create a higher quality magazine. Your contribution 

can extend our reach and allow us to pay our staff/contributors in the future. 

Together, we can defeat Globohomo. 

MONERO (XMR): 
486Wjo1Ht smCNVXW9g7CBMZkVs TRynmoRXwykpnaAft alUB3QXpSwFUhXciJoDcnkZKw2YMvi7GPyTgmnSxgRuYDLcDQk8C 

BITCOIN (BTC): 

be1qh@nzvz9z5y8z3h5sahj98prttytheerjclshfj 

ETHEREUM (ETH) & ERC-20 (BNB, AVAX, ETC.): 
@xd99dCd3af8a2EE36EDF6F6B76dE77E5c44¢3a830 

ETH / ERC-20 BIC 

   
    

please, do the needful 43 
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